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Key points on handling laissez-passer to Hongkong & Macao and passport 
By Bo Shi 

Each passport costs 120 yuan and we need to take a photo there. 
Remember taking a black pen 
Please leave the receipt for it’s possible for use to cam. 
And we’d better scan a copy lest losting.  

HP Summary By Fan Wu 
Lecture： There’re some mistakes and our personnel assignment works not very well. But inaword, 

we did a good job. First we achieved our goal that interesting this high school students on 
iGEMerw-HS and synthetic biology. And we had an ideal interaction and get a high assessment 
from high school students so we ‘re confident that they will participate in our campus fair.. 
Questionnaires are still under count. We can add some conclusion onto our wiki. Our synthetic 
biology exhibition didn’t reach a expected result because all of us were join in games so no one 
interpreted display board. 

Difficulty level of riddles is unstable so that some students thought it was difficult while others 
thought it was really easy. Foldit is the most popular game and almost all of them enjoy this game. 
Bio Kill was supposed to give those top 10 students on Game Order as awards but as for lessen 
number of students playing Foldit game we used several sets to pay. Those who won Bio Kill said 
they would go back to school and popularize iGEM. 
Conclusion: We had a happy ending. Not only did our goal that popularize synthetic biology and 
iGEM come true but also interests those high school students in iGEM-HS. Except for forgetting 
to connect media to make some interviews everything was fine. Totally there’re 153 students 
participating in our campus fair. 

Share time 
Kaiyuan Ni: It seems everything was awful. Typhoon makes me feel terrible. Review the statistic 

thermodynamics. Do my own projects. Hopes for future: I hope our passport can be used. 
Xiyu Wu: Playing soccer. A little relaxing. 
Zhaopeng Cheng：Too tired to play with my class mates coming to Xiamen. 
Tina Zhang : Thank Chun Tang for picking up my ID card. 
Chun Tang: Looking into project of Wageningen University.  
Stella Guo：Ill these days. Find something good for our presentation. 
Mengna Tan: Internship at Zhangzhou Campus. Gossip girl 
Shengquan Zeng：Feeling luckily because the next day after coming back from internship I could 
participate in HP.  
Fan Wu：Sanjing Cup and some works in Student Union. 
 
 
Prof. Baishan Fang invited a professor interested in synthetic biology to give us a lecture at 9:40 
tomorrow morning.  


